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Banks may secretly wish to pause the never-ending tech 
improvements and evolving financial services to look around, 
understand their competitive advantages, and plan their own 
digital way. 


The good news is that for most banks the accelerating change is 
not a threat: fintech will hardly be able to replace banking services 
with their integrity, remarkable reputation, and a one-stop-shop 
concept. For many banks, changes are not threats at all, but 
significant opportunities — in case they take a fresh and balanced 
approach to their core banking system challenges. 


All or nothing — core banking 
infrastructure replacement or 
no changes at all


On-premise deployment


Waterfall-methodology 
development with rare yet 
tremendous releases


Digital lending as smaller 
loans with the online 
application



Integrations and configurable 
software modules (like digital 
lending)


Secured cloud 


Agile development with 
continued step-by-step 
improvements and flexibility


Digital lending as a spectrum 
of digitization activities: from 
automating small steps to 
completely digital acquisition 
and renewal



NowPreviously

We would consider digital lending as a completely digital loan 
origination and loan management. Digital lending in the 2020s is a 
process of loan application, disbursement, and collection via digital 
channels, where the technology allows lenders to make data-driven 
decisions and create personalized customer engagement.
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What Banking Leaders 
Should be Aware Of As 
They Start Transformation


Three main reasons to go digital:

The fourth aspect, time savings, is combined with the previous three. 

a large cost-saving investment.


an opportunity to meet growing customer expectations.


a tool for better quality decision making.


For example, SME lending banks usually spend 4-6 weeks making 

credit-to-credit decisions for new money applications. With a digital 

core under the hood, the bank can respond in a few days.


According to McKinsey & Company
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Faster 
decisions

Happier 
clients

Higher win 
rates

Higher 
revenue

Higher 
pricing 
power
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https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/banking-matters/the-power-of-digital-lending


The digital transformation of lending starts with diagnostics and 
the real baseline of the current position. The answer is not binary. 
According to the table below, banks can assess their current digital 
lending capabilities and needs (based on the Digital Maturity Matrix 
by Accion). 


HES FinTech believes that a clear idea of a starting point is crucial 
to identify the next steps needed to better integrate technology 
into the lending process. 


Collections



Partially digitized 
promotion and 
onboarding — a lot 
of manual steps (like 
physical documents).


Work with the 
existing physical 
network for higher 
brand visibility in the 
future and customer 
education.



Customer 
experience

Customers can 
digitally manage 
basic account 
functionality (loan 
balance, repayment 
history).


Strategic use of the 
physical network for 
building trust and 
addressing customer 
concerns.



Disbursement and 
Payments

Limited data 
analytics when 
working with 
overdue debts. 


Use of simple and 
non-automated 
services for 
repayment 
reminders.

Analytics & 
Underwriting

Combo of digital + 
cash disbursements 
and payments.


Use of third-party 
agent networks for 
remote payments, 
where available

Customer Acquisition 
& Onboarding

Little or no use  
of scorecards / 
advanced analytics.


Underwriting relies on 
manual verifications 
and score 
confirmation.


Underwriting data 
primarily comes from 
internal sources 
(application form, 
interviews, site visits).


Credit decisioning is 
based on gating 
criteria and simple 
rule-based decision 
trees.


How digital is your bank?


Early Stage Digital
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https://www.accion.org/about
https://hesfintech.com/


Collections



Collections



Mostly digitized 
acquisition and 
onboarding and gain 
most customers from 
digital channels. The 
percentage of 
physical interactions 
is based on 
regulators or cultural 
preferences, but not 
by the need.

The bank is capable 
of fully digital 
acquisition and 
onboarding.


Physical interaction 
is not needed at all 
but can be left as 
required by 
regulators or cultural 
preferences.


Customer 
experience

Customer 
experience

Customers manage 
vast account 
functionality via 
digital channels 
(documents, account 
details, resolutions).


Communication with 
the bank is data-
driven, customized, 
and organized via a 
digital channel.



Customers can 
digitally manage 
basic account 
functionality (loan 
balance, repayment 
history).


Strategic use of the 
physical network for 
building trust and 
addressing customer 
concerns.



Disbursement 
and Payments

Disbursement 
and Payments

Data-driven 
collection 
management with 
basic analytics.


Delinquency 
scorecards 
developed with basic 
internal data points.

Limited data 
analytics when 
working with 
overdue debts. 


Use of simple and 
non-automated 
services for 
repayment 
reminders.

Analytics & 
Underwriting

Analytics & 
Underwriting

Primarily digital 
disbursement and 
repayments (mobile 
wallets, bank 
accounts).

Combo of digital + 
cash disbursements 
and payments.


Use of third-party 
agent networks for 
remote payments, 
where available

Customer Acquisition 
& Onboarding

Customer Acquisition 
& Onboarding

Basic scorecards for 
application and 
renewal.


Underwriting with few 
manual checks 
(medium-high 
confidence in score).


Use of additional data 
sources: traditional 
(integration with credit 
bureaus) and 
alternative (e-comm. 
transactions)

Advanced data-based 
scorecards (complex 
analytics or ML).


Fully automated 
underwriting with 
limited manual checks 
as specified by the 
bank (high confidence 
in score).


Active use of multiple 
alternative data 
sources for 
underwriting and 
product offerings, 
tailored to customer 
segments.

Base Digital

Digital Plus
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Digital Lending for Banks: 
a Roadmap

Estimate your Digital Readiness


Set the Digital Lending Goals and Objectives


Plan out the Tech + Human Digital Lending Strategy


Identify Potential Partners to Integrate With


Sketch Growth Ideas Aligned with Digital Maturity


To build some structural and cultural foundation, banks need to 

collect the information from different departments:


Core processes, activities, and systems that will be 

involved in digital initiatives within the lending process.


Find activities that help build readiness: for example, 

building a data warehouse to prepare the system for 

digital document management.


Split the digital readiness assessment into 3 categories: 

people, processes, and systems.
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Digital Readiness

1
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People Systems

Processes

From organizational 

culture to capacities, 

skills, and staffing



The holistic view of the core 

infrastructure and enterprise 

architecture and their scalability:



Core banking system


Electronic DMS


Data warehouse


Middleware


Reporting


CRM

It is important to consider the API 

strategy as well.

Process reengineering, 

data strategy, channels 

strategy, customer 

segmentation, user 

journey development

It’s not a good idea to start assuming that digital lending will simply  

be better than the existing lending workflow. On the contrary, it’s good 

to have measurable goals and objectives for operational efficiency, 

profitability, better customer experience, and new customer outreach. 

It’s important to differentiate between the lender’s objectives and the 

customer value proposition to plan a balanced solution.


Goals and Objectives

2
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Start with an MVP

Agile thinking

Are you ready? 

At HES, we usually suggest starting with an MVP (minimum viable 
product), as it helps better differentiate between long-term and 
short-term objectives. MVP is about smart budget planning, it allows 
implementing the basic functionality, quickly launching the new 
system, and continuously improving it later on.

Thinking Agile from the very beginning allows planning out small 
end-to-end realizable MVPs and gaining more confidence before the 
bank scales up. The business model can be adjusted later.

The key thing for banks is to have a clear distinction between digital 
readiness (the ability to offer lending products in a digital format) 
and a digital lending implementation (the launch of a full-fledged 
product). The time necessary to build digital readiness should not be 
neglected. What’s also important at this stage, is to consider the 
regulatory environment very carefully to avoid unexpected issues 
with compliance. 

As banks gain more digital power and become more digitally mature, 
the real need for physical interaсtions with customers and keeping 
brick-and-mortar offices decreases dramatically. However, customer 
habits and cultural readiness are totally different things. 


Tech + Human: Digital Strategy

3
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Some financial businesses consider tech-fueled and personalized 

human touch a great option to build brand loyalty, further enhance 

customer experience and improve repayment behavior. 


The ‘tech vs touch’ ratio is unique for each bank on its way to digital 

lending. It can be extremely useful at the initial stages of launching 

and building up a digital lending product but too much of it may 

appear unnecessary later on. The ratio also depends on the 

targeted customer segment: not all customers need the same 

volume of in-person assistance. Banks need to estimate the access 

to digital channels and the customer’s understanding along with 

comfort and willingness to use them. 


Depending on the credit type, additional in-person checks may 

decrease the risk for lenders and increase trust for customers. For 

example, in the case of larger loans, physical visits of clients can be 

economically beneficial, as well as in the case of working capital 

loans. 


However, business models with lower human involvements can 

work for smaller loans that require scaling to remain profitable, for 

collateralized loans, and loans for fixed asset purchase. 


The existing brick-and-mortar infrastructure can be very beneficial 

in accessing customers requiring a higher-touch engagement and 

can be a key differentiator in the competition with alternative 

lenders. 
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Partnerships have a great potential to supplement your digital lending 
proposition, create new offerings, expand your customer outreach, 
reduce costs, and cut time to market. Partnership planning requires 
thorough research of your multidisciplinary team and a lot of time for 
documentation.


Here are the types of partnerships banks can consider to support core 
functionalities and increase operational and marketing efficiency:


Partnerships and Integrations

4

Customer acquisition

Underwriting and Analytics

Disbursement and Repayment

Collections

Customer engagement

Mobile network operators

E-commerce platforms

Agency networks

Retailers

Supply Chain Distributors


Alternative Data Scorers

Psychometrics Assessment

Service Providers



Digital Wallets

Payment Aggregators

Mobile Network Operators

Agency networks



Collections Companies

Suppliers to the applicant (for POS)

Score Providers



E-commerce platforms


Potential partnersArea of partnership
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Digital maturity and growth require a clear roadmap with a steady 

phased approach. The challenges with such type of planning are 

usually associated with the team:


High-achieving and technically minded staff picked from IT, 

commercial, and operational departments are highly likely to stay 

focused on the task and work in iterations when continuously 

improving the product-to-be. In addition to the cross-functional 

subject matter, the team members need to be strong in creative 

problem-solving and analytical thinking. 

it either lacks a single-minded focus.


or lacks an innovative mindset.

Growth Ideas

5
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Key Reasons to Start Your 
Digital Lending Journey with 
HES FinTech

in >30 countries since 2012140+ projects
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HES FinTech’s Experience 
with Banks

Consumer lending digitalization


Consumer and SME lending


POS-lending for private individuals


Instareport — Instant Credit Report for Private Individuals


NeoBank - BA, Project Plan and tutoring


Leasing and POS-lending for private individuals


Integrations with Credit Agencies


CEO IdeaFinance

Our financial institution provides consumer financing and 

leasing services and collaborates with offline and online 

retailers. We were looking for software that could help us 

manage and track borrowers and merchandising companies. 

HES FinTech came with the ready technology answers to 

most of our requirements. The system they have built 5x 

times reduced generation time for each new loan or leasing 

application.
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They buy the source code 

and truly own the solution – 

host it anywhere, further 

improve and develop it.

They appreciate freedom  

from vendor lock-in, being 

able to control everything.

HES FinTech positions itself as 

the solution between custom 

development and proprietary 

out-of-the-box solution. We 

give our customers the 

flexibility of custom 

development and maturity of 

HES Lending Platform, a proven 

solution working in 20+ 

countries. 

Banks Select HES FinTech 
as Software Vendor
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We employ some of the best 

engineers available on the 

market, who are professionally 

developing in a very competitive 

environment. 

HES delivers end-to-end 

solutions along with middleware 

integrations with Core Banking 

Systems.

We guarantee full compliance 

with customer’s requirements 

and unique business  

processes.
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HES LP is based on open 
source and free technologies

No license fee for anything. 


No charging you per user.


We don’t penalize you for your growth.


You can host it on-premise or in a cloud.


You can own it, not rent it.


Get a Free Personal Demo

or visit our website hesfintech.com for details
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